
First, We'll Start with the Basics
 
 
We love summer. It's a time of sunshine, fun activities, and lazy afternoons at the poolside or
on the beach. There's no doubt that this year's plans may be a little different, so today we're
bringing the outdoors insideto create fabulous and funky pools for your Minecraft world. 
 
 
We want to make these pools more than just a pool. Because why settle with simple
construction when you could be the Picasso of pools? Don't worry we'll get you diving into
the depths of these stunning creations in the blink of an eye! 
 
 
We'll begin with the basics. You'll need to make a pool. down with destruction Here are some
helpful tips for those who haven't created one before or want to refresh your memory. 
 
 
- Gather all your materials. It doesn't matter which materials you choose to use or what
shape you create for your pool. All you need is the buckets you will fill with water. - Use
blocks to draw your outline. - Fill in the outline of your pool by digging the inside. Two blocks
should suffice. Fill the base with basic materials. Or , skip ahead to see how you can make a
larger impact with your new structure. Fill the pool with water buckets or watch your pool fill
up with water while your friend does all the work. 
 
 
Gather more friends to cook a meal or an outdoor buffet and then you can stay afloat in
praises and compliments! 
 
 
Let's look at ways to make your pool more stylish and also add some art! Now that you are
familiar with the basic concepts, you can build a new pool , or replace the pool's bottom with
new art. You've probably already picked your top choices from the countless blocks we've
shown through Build With It over the past few months. Start with something simple for your
first pool. The best place to start would be to take some of your preferred colors, locate
materials that match and place them in the bottom of your pool. You can also build your
pools in various unusual shapes. You could even try the fruit-shaped pool, such as the one in
our picture! 

https://downwithdestruction.net/

